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This system is based on the ASCET project implementing XCPonCAN for measurement from the 
document “Setting up real time hardware with ASCET (II) – Integrating an XCP driver in ASCET build 
environment”.
It is extended for the use of two different XCPonCAN sessions, which are described with separate A2L 
files.  Each A2L file is generated for the same target project – one for XCPonCAN measurement and 
another one to be used by INTECRIO, in order to define the bypass inputs and outputs (XCPonCAN
DAQs and STIMs), and to set up a bypass project for the ES910.

The XCP stack from ETAS XCP ECU software is capable of running multiple XCP sessions at once 
(multi-master), e.g. it allows the target to talk to different XCP masters at once. The different 
sessions can be described by different <XCP_SESSION>s in the XCP configuration of the ETAS XCP 
ECU software. Each connection uses its own resources and is described by separate A2L files.
However, the same CAN hardware resources are used by every XCPonCAN session – this means that 
the same global settings (like baud rate) apply, while the sessions are using different CAN Ids.

The CAN controller must be configured for separate CAN Ids for XCP commands on both sessions. 

Our Solution – extending XCP driver and A2L generation in ASCET-SE build

Technical Details

In the last paper ”Integrating an XCP driver in ASCET build environment – Setting up real time 
hardware with ASCET (II)” you learned how to integrate an XCP driver into the ASCET build 
environment and make ASCET generate an A2L file. With this, it is possible to measure and calibrate 
data on the EVB using INCA.
Since XCP also provides the possibility to periodically stimulate an XCP client, the given example can 
be extended into an XCPonCAN bypass – and using powerful Rapid Prototyping hardware such as the 
ES910. This becomes handy in environments where the developer of the algorithm shall not need to 
deal with target implementation or build environments.

Setting up XCPonCAN bypass in ASCET build environment
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Next Steps

Run the bypass experiment an develop the algorithm. After validating it, generate code for the controller 
target and build the entire target code.

Tools used

• INCA: 7.2.0

• ASCET-MD/SE XCV2 v6.4.1, ETAS XCP ECU software v1.0.5, Perl, INTECRIO 4.6

• Hardware: ES910, UConnect XE162N (Infineon) or similar
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For this two-session set up, the ETAS XCP ECU software will create two if_data_xcp_session<n>.a2l
files. The ASCET build must be extended to generate two separate A2L descriptions, each using one 
of the IF_DATA XCP entries. The rest of the A2L files will be identical.
This can be done by patching the postasap.mk file in the ASCET target directory. This makefile
generates the A2L file together with the postasap.pm and postasap.pl files in the scripts subdirectory. 
They can be tweaked to generate a second a2l with another <IF_DATA XCP> entry.

The names used for the XCP event should reflect the relationship of a DAQ and a STIM by a certain 
pre- or postfix. With this, INTECRIO can automatically assign the events to one bypass and the 
XCPonCAN bypass can be set up.
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